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Accurately measures your 2-stroke pre-mix oil

Jet-Tech Oil-Prep is designed to help you get maximum performance from your race fuel. Used in
conjunction with the Jet-Tech Fuel-Prep, you can be sure that your fuel mix is not only correctly measured but
also free from contaminates.
When we look at fuel/oil ratios in the 2-stroke mix, it’s worth understanding the affect that changing the oil/fuel
ratio will have on your jetting. If you increase the oil content, you are effectively reducing the amount of petrol
(gas) in the mixture. The converse is also true so reducing the oil content is effectively making the mixture
richer.
Getting your fuel/oil ratio wrong will at best affect the jetting, at worst it could mean damaging your engine!
There are many measuring jugs available but to use them accurately is very difficult. They need to be placed on
a level surface - try finding a level surface when you're at the track! The wider the jug, the more difficult it gets to
fill it to the exact level. When you empty the oil into your fuel, residue is left coating the inside of the jug.

Why should you buy and use a Jet-Tech Oil-Prep?






Get your fuel/oil ratio exactly right.
Easily and accurately measure the exact quantity of oil required for your mixture in 1ml increments.
"Inject" the precise amount of oil into your fuel.
No need to find a level surface to measure out your oil.
No residue left.

You spend hours race-prepping your engine and chassis, now with Jet-Tech Oil-Prep you can race-prep your
fuel with the exact volume of oil quickly and easily.

Jet-Tech – the ultimate carburettor jetting and kart setup software.
Jet-Tech Motorsport have spent years developing a range of race wining software but
sometimes its customer’s efforts are frustrated on race weekends by poor fuel quality, which has
been contaminated at source by poor storage conditions in underground petrol station fuel tanks.
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tanks. And unless these tanks are filled to the very top with no free air space (which they never are)
condensation will form contaminating your race fuel, in addition, minute flakes of rust and metal oxide
falling off the inside of these tanks will also contaminate your fuel.

